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INTRODUCTION 

Following the end of World War I, the USSR appears to have been the very first nation to initiate 

an offensive biological weapons (BW) program. Following the signature of the Biological 

Weapon and Toxin Convention (BWTC) signed by the USSR in 1972, a greatly expanded Soviet 

program grew into the largest that the world had ever witnessed. By 1972, there was no longer 

any United States or British offensive BW program. 

Considerable progress has been made in understanding the Soviet BW program over the 

years (1-27), culminating in an extensive historical treatise written in part by the authors of this 

chapter, titled The Soviet Biological Weapons Program: A History, published in 2012 (28). This 

chapter draws heavily from these works, and most particularly the 2012 volume, and the many 

hundreds of references cited in it. However, despite all the efforts to understand the Soviet BW 

program, large parts of it remain shrouded in secrecy due in part to the existence of current 

Russian laws prohibiting any former participant to reveal its details. What is known about the 

program is therefore largely owed to defectors or former participants in the Soviet program that 

could leave the USSR or its successor countries legally, and extensive literature search and 

interviews. This chapter describes that program. 

 The first major informant was microbiologist Vladimir Artemovich Pasechnik, director of 

the Institute of Highly Pure Biopreparations, a major bioweapons facility in Leningrad (today St. 

Petersburg), who arrived in Great Britain at the end of October 1989. Pasechnik’s revelations 

about an enormous Soviet secret BW program, employing thousands of scientists and 

technicians, and supporting vast research and production facilities entirely in violation of the 

BTWC, came largely as a surprise to Western analysts and to some degree also to the Western 
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intelligence community. These revelations were later confirmed by a junior informant code-

named “Temple Fortune” from the same institute.  

 The second major informant was Kanatzhan Bayzakovich Alibekov, who left late in 

1992. He had worked his way up in the secret program’s hierarchy by working at various 

weapons research and development institutes. At the crown of his career, Alibekov was the First 

Deputy Director of “Biopreparat,” a vast network of civilian institutes that performed the bulk of 

the research and development work that supported the second generation of the Soviet biological 

weapons program under the direction of the Ministry of Defense (see below). Together with the 

information by other major insiders (e.g., Igor V. Domaradsky, Sergei Popov, Vladimir P. 

Zaviyalov), Western analysts concluded that all other known efforts to acquire biological 

weapons paled in comparison to the Soviet system. The Soviet BW program was the world’s 

oldest, largest, and longest lasting program (1918–1993 or longer). It was the only known 

program that had ever developed a weapons-on-demand mobilization system focused massively 

on incorporating modern genetic techniques into weapons development. 

 The Soviet biological weapons program can be roughly divided into two generations. The 

first generation evolved from the Soviet chemical weapons program around 1918 and lasted until 

about 1971. The second generation began shortly after 1971 and lasted at least until it was 

officially dismantled by decree in 1993. However, it may have continued for several years 

longer, and there is no precise knowledge as to exactly when all offensive BW activities in 

Russia were terminated. 

THE FIRST GENERATION SOVIET BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS PROGRAM 

The first generation biological weapons program was initiated in part because Imperial Russian 

armies had suffered tremendous losses during past military conflicts due to infectious diseases, 
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and in part because of attacks waged against the Imperial Russian army with chemical weapons 

during World War I. Initial biological weapons efforts began as early as 1918 at a proving 

ground in Kuzminki, Moscow Oblast, where the People’s Commissariat of Health initiated tests 

with anti-livestock agents. Subsequently, a two-pronged approach was initiated. First, a Soviet 

chemical weapons program was begun under Yakov Moiseyevich Fishman in the Military 

Chemical Agency (established in 1925) to develop future chemical deterrence or retaliation 

capabilities. Second, a biological defense program was begun under Ivan Velikanov at the 

Vaccine Serum Laboratory close to Moscow that aimed at developing vaccines, treatments, and 

prophylactic measures for soldiers to withstand infectious agents naturally encountered in the 

theater of military operations. Several dozen institutes under the Soviet People’s Commissariats 

of Health and Education, all managed overall by the Military Chemical Agency, were part of the 

biological program. 

Very little is known about the first generation BW program, but with time it expanded to 

include dozens of small laboratories or institutes distributed over the USSR. The program 

transitioned from a defensive to an offensive nature in 1928 through a secret decree by the 

Revolutionary Military Council. For instance, the Zlatogorov-Maslokovich Laboratory began 

developing techniques to fill ammunitions with pathogen formulations. In addition, the Red 

Army’s Veterinary Scientific-Research Institute in Leningrad began examining the effects of 

bioweapons on animals. Other major centers involved in the program were the Bacteriological 

Laboratory in the Pokrovskii Monastery in Suzdal, Vladimir Oblast, and the Workers’ and 

Peasants’ Red Army Vaccine-Sera Laboratory in Vlasikha, Moscow Oblast. 

Both the defensive and offensive arms of the program resembled similar programs of 

other nations, Japan, France, Canada, UK, and the US. These were initiated at different times in 
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the 1930s, with the US program being the last to begin, in 1942. The Soviet program focused 

primarily on bacteria known to have been scourges to mankind without easily applicable cures, 

(e.g., Bacillus anthracis [causing anthrax], Brucella melitensis [brucellosis], Burkholderia mallei 

[glanders], Burkholderia pseudomallei [melioidosis], Clostridium botulinum [botulism], Coxiella 

burnetii [Q fever], Francisella tularensis [tularemia], Rickettsia prowazekii [epidemic typhus], 

Vibrio cholerae [cholera], Yersinia pestis [plague]). Successful weapons development also 

included at least two viruses: variola virus (the cause of smallpox) and Venezuelan equine 

encephalitis virus. Limited efforts included agricultural pathogens. Candidate weapons were 

tested at least three field sites: at the Tomka Central Army Chemical Proving Ground close to 

Shikhany, Saratov Oblast; on Gorodomlya Island in the Seliger Lake, Kalinin Oblast; and on 

Vozrozhdeniye, Komsomolskii, and Konstantin Islands in the Aral Sea (governed jointly by the 

Kazakh and Uzbek SSRs). 

After World War II, the offensive program was heavily infused by knowledge and 

experience gathered by the Imperial Japanese Army, which had performed biological 

experiments with infectious disease-causing agents and toxins on Chinese and other prisoners of 

war (29). The program was also influenced substantially by two monographs published in 1947 

and 1949 by Theodor Rosebury on the American biological weapons program (30, 31). The 

Soviet program was controlled by the Main Military Directorate under the lead of Yefim 

Smirnov for most of its history (code-named “Smirnov’s System” or “P.O. Box A-1968”). This 

program expanded considerably and finally became organized under flagship institutes located in 

Kirov, Sverdlovsk (today Yekaterinburg), and Zagorsk (today Sergiyev Posad). 

However, the first generation program did not transcend growth and direct use of the 

classical biological agents mentioned above as Trofim Denisovich Lysenko, who did not believe 
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in modern genetics influenced the Soviet leadership. In addition, genetic technics did not become 

available until the 1960s. The first generation program therefore focused on classical selection 

techniques to isolate microorganisms that were resistant to antibiotics and vaccines and that 

could evade then-current diagnostic systems. 

THE SECOND GENERATION SOVIET BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS PROGRAM 

By the late 1960s, Soviet military or military-associated scientists persuaded political leaders that 

modern biotechnology, including genetics, held substantial military potential. The era of 

“Lysenkoism” thereby came to a halt. At the end of 1971, shortly before the Soviet Union would 

sign the BTWC, the Central Committee of the Communist Party and the USSR Council of 

Ministers approved a massive expansion of the biological weapons program. The expansion and 

redirection of the program was proposed by a small but very influential group of scientists in the 

leadership of the USSR Academy of Sciences, in particular Yury A. Ovchinnikov. The 15th 

Directorate of the General Staff under General Smirnov until 1985, and senior officials of the 

Military Industrial Commission (VPK) were responsible for carrying out and administering the 

new program. The aim was to assimilate and exploit the new field of genetic engineering that 

was just beginning to emerge in the West. New pathogen properties, such as resistance to 

countermeasures or enhanced stability, were planned to be engineered directly into pathogens, 

including agents not on classical bioweapons agent lists. These altered pathogens formed a novel 

arsenal of weapons that could not be predicted by western intelligence. The tightly controlled 

program was more secret than the USSR’s efforts in the realm of nuclear weapons. 

While the US was the principal adversary of the Soviet Union and therefore the primary 

envisioned target for an attack with biological weapons, other potential targets, China and the 

European Nato allies of the US, might have played a role in the decision to expand the Soviet 
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biological weapons program as well. Actual Soviet planning for the use of biological weapons is 

unknown. Inferences can only be made from the agents that the Soviet military chose to 

weaponize, notably contagious pathogens, and even more, from the weapon platforms and 

delivery systems that the Soviet military procured to distribute its BW. From these it has been 

assumed that the Soviet leadership did not envision using biological weapons for tactical 

purposes; their role was primarily strategic: to attack population centers, military bases, vital 

industrial hubs, and major agricultural targets. Such weapons are thought to have been intended 

for killing the remnants of populations that survived a preceding exchange of nuclear weapons 

between the Soviet Union and an adversary. Soviet doctrine for BW use is, however, probably 

the area about which the least is known.  

The second generation program, controlled by the by the 15th Directorate of the Ministry 

of Defense, can be divided roughly into five branches carried out by different government 

agencies: Ministry of Defense, Glavmikrobioprom/Biopreparat, Ministry of Health (2nd and 3rd 

Directorates), Ministry of Agriculture, and Ministry of the Interior. Institutes affiliated with the 

USSR Academy of Sciences, such as the Institute of Protein Research, the Institute of Molecular 

Biology, the Institute of Biochemistry and Physiology of Microorganisms, the M. M. Shemyakin 

Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry (all in or close to Moscow), and the Pacific Ocean Institute of 

Bioorganic Chemistry in Vladivostok, became intricately involved as contributors and 

participants in the program. 

Together, the second generation program involved some 40–50 research, development, 

and production facilities; the Vozrozhdeniye Island testing site; and 7–8 mobilization-capacity 

production facilities. By 1990, the Soviet Union had approved at least 13 pathogen and delivery 

systems, all of which, however, were based on non-genetically modified classical bacteria and 
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viruses. These pathogens were planned to be delivered by missiles, spray systems mounted on 

medium bombers or bomblets carried in air-delivered munitions. None of these weapons, as far 

as is known, could have reached the continental US other than Alaska, suggesting that their 

primary targets would have been European NATO partners. 

Ministry of Defense 

The part of the second generation biological weapons program was a logical continuation of the 

first generation program and remained entirely under the Ministry of Defense’s control since 

1928. The S. M. Kirov Military Medical Academy in Leningrad provided basic training for the 

generals and colonels who headed or worked for military and “civilian” bioweapons facilities. 

The lead Ministry of Defense institutes established for the first generation program, located in 

Kirov, Sverdlovsk, and Zagorsk, continued to focus most research efforts. Researchers from the 

institutes in Kirov and Sverdlovsk specialized in bacterial research, while the scientists from 

institute in Zagorsk specialized in working with viruses and bacteria that were difficult to 

culture. The institute in Kirov possessed an extensive vivarium, a pilot plant, a small-size 

production plant including downstream processing equipment, chambers for aerosol testing, and 

an explosive test chamber.  

 The Sverdlovsk plant was located within a military cantonment named Compound 19. As 

far as is known, research and development almost exclusively focused on Bacillus anthracis, the 

principal Soviet biological weapons agent. In April 1979, an outbreak of anthrax occurred in 

Sverdlovsk in proximity to the Sverdlovsk plant. Civilians living in several villages adjacent to 

the city became sick and numerous people succumbed to infection. Using a disinformation 

campaign, the Soviet government was able to convince a number of prominent western experts 
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for years that the anthrax outbreak was due to contaminated meat products (32-34). By 1990, the 

plant was supported by some 7,000 people, including scientists, guards, and dependents. 

Researchers from the Zagorsk institute focused on the weaponization of alphaviruses 

(Eastern and Venezuelan equine encephalitis viruses), viral hemorrhagic fever-causing agents 

(Junín virus, Lassa virus, Machupo virus, Rift Valley fever virus, Marburg virus and Ebola 

virus), and orthopoxviruses (monkeypox and variola viruses). Bacterial agents that were 

researched included rickettsiae, Chlamydophila psittaci (cause of psittacosis), Coxiella burnetii 

(Q fever), and Orientia tsutsugamushi (Tsutsugamushi disease). The institute possessed 

sufficient production and processing equipment for the pilot-scale production of agents, but not 

full industrial-scale production. The institute also had a vivarium housing the many hundreds of 

animals required for animal testing. Researchers from the Zagorsk institute were instrumental in 

developing new variola virus production methods that were based on cell-culture techniques 

rather than injected embryonated chicken eggs. The technique for growing variola virus in cell 

culture was completed at a Glavmikrobioprom/Biopreparat institute (“Vektor,” see below). This 

effort was but one example of how the various branches of the biological weapons program 

collaborated in a common weapon development effort across their respective institutional and 

ministerial boundaries. 

The Ministry of Defense established the military city of Kantubek on Vozrozhdeniye 

Island in the early 1950s. The Aralsk-7 complex, as it became known, continued expanding and 

by 1990, soon before its life came to an end with the dissolution of the USSR, had about 90 

structures, a central steam plant that provided heat for all buildings, and a large field laboratory 

facility. Its population during the test season ranged from 1,200 to 2,000 people, including more 

than 600 soldiers, but during the off-season, the population dwindled to a few hundred. Aralsk-7 
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was developed as the major Soviet biological weapons field-test site—the last step before a 

newly developed biological weapon was validated and taken up in the official arsenal. The field 

laboratory facility consisted of 50 to 60 buildings of various types and sizes that housed 

scientists and technicians temporarily dispatched from the Ministry of Defense institutes in 

Kirov, Sverdlovsk, and Zagorsk. 

A small ghost village was constructed to test the behavior of aerosolized pathogens in an 

urban setting, defensive measures, and newly developed personal and collective protection 

equipment. Field tests on Vozrozhdeniye Island were performed primarily at night to take 

advantage of the blanket of cool air covering the warmer layer over the ground (known as the 

inversion layer) and to avoid damaging UV radiation from sunlight. These tests would simulate 

how actual attacks would be performed. Various biological agents were dispersed by explosions 

or sprayers and would drift over caged-animals and aerosol impactors used to analyze the 

number and size of aerosolized particles spread out at pre-determined intervals. The animals 

were used to measure the direct effect of the tested aerosol, i.e., whether disease was induced and 

whether the induced disease resembled the expected/desired clinical signs and lethality. 

Conclusions could then be drawn as to which kind of aerosol had the greatest effects on the test 

animals and how to increase the effective radius of dispersion for the tested aerosols under 

various meteorological conditions. 

At the end of 1971, an outbreak of smallpox was recorded in Aralsk, Kazakh SSR, 

despite the fact that smallpox had been eradicated from Soviet Territory since 1961. Ten people 

contracted the disease and three died. In addition, an unusually high incidence of Yersinia pestis 

infections was noted among rodents on Vozrozhdeniye Island throughout the 1970s and 1980s. 
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Both human and rodent infections very likely occurred as a result of tests with aerosolized 

bioweapon candidates. 

Glavmikrobioprom/Biopreparat 

In their memorandum to the Soviet Politburo, Ovchinnikov and his colleagues proposed to 

extend the offensive BW program into research facilities that would appear to be in the civilian 

sphere to evade Western intelligence services. Rather than expanding the military branch, their 

proposal was to hide the new institutions “in plain sight” by masquerading them as large-scale 

pharmaceutical enterprises. The Politburo approved the proposal and ordered the construction of 

an entirely new network of ostensibly commercial institutes, production plants, and storage 

facilities that were secretly dedicated to developing biological weapons. The entire complex was 

placed under the pharmaceutical-industrial department Glavmikrobioprom, and was known 

publicly as Biopreparat. Despite being a “civilian” enterprise, all weapons-related activities 

(code-named “Ogarkov’s System,” “P.O. Box A-1063,” or “Ferment”) were directed and funded 

by the Ministry of Defense’s 15th Directorate. The head of Biopreparat was Vsevolod Ivanovich 

Ogarkov until 1979, followed by Yury Tikhonovich Kalinin. 

To keep its cover, Biopreparat indeed developed products for commercial markets, 

including medical countermeasures against infectious diseases, while clandestinely pushing new 

avenues to develop biological weapons. Of course, this dichotomy posed challenges in 

maintaining secrecy. “Legends,” i.e., plausible but misleading cover stories, were created by the 

Committee for State Security (KGB) to explain ongoing activities to outsiders. A new 

classification level higher than “top secret,” called “series F clearance,” was established to keep 

activities partially or completely hidden. In Central Committee documents, the term “biological 

weapons” was never used: the program was referred to as “Special Problems.” Importantly, the 
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organization of Biopreparat facilities was such that most employees were unaware of ongoing 

secret activities performed by their colleagues. Some employees knew part of the activities; and 

only a very few knew about all the activities taking place in their own institute. All major 

Biopreparat institutes had specially constructed rooms within their so-called (KGB-controlled) 

First Departments in which series F meetings could be held, and special archives within their so-

called Second Departments where series F documents could be stored. Employees with series F 

clearance (“List 1” persons) were under constant KGB surveillance and limited in their 

possibilities to change jobs, travel abroad, or meet with foreigners. 

“Ferment” was divided into numerous compartmentalized subprograms, of which only a 

few are known by name and of which even fewer are understood. Among those that have been 

revealed, the most important ones are “Bonfire/Metol,” “Factor,” “Hunter,” and “Chimera.” The 

goal of the “Bonfire/Metol” subprogram was to develop multidrug-resistant bacteria to evade 

common treatment regimens, bacteria and viruses with modified/unnatural antigenic structures to 

evade common antibody-based diagnostic tests, and bacteria and viruses more resistant to 

environmental pressures than wild type microorganisms. “Factor’s” aim was to increase the 

virulence and stability of pathogens, in particular by modifications that also changed the course 

of the disease induced upon infection. The “Hunter” subprogram was more ambitious than 

“Bonfire/Metol” and “Factor” as it sought to develop bacteria that would release encoded viruses 

upon encountering antibiotics. Infected patients who would not succumb to infection with the 

bacterium due to timely antibiotic treatment in a healthcare setting would then encounter a 

second potentially lethal viral infection. Similar in spirit to Bonfire/Metol, the goal of the 

“Chimera” subprogram was to by investigate the possibility of creating orthopoxviruses (e.g., 

vaccinia virus) that would encode small RNA viruses such as Venezuelan equine encephalitis 
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virus or Ebola virus. It is unknown whether any “Hunter” or “Chimera” projects were successful. 

None are known to have reached the stage of weaponization and testing. 

At the peak of the Soviet BW effort at the end of the 1980s, Biopreparat included three 

dozen institutes as well as mobilization production plants that had been tested and approved and 

were prepared to produce tens of tons of agent on notification of an anticipated prewar situation. 

These included the Berdsk Chemical Factory, the Omutninsk Chemical Factory, Combine 

“Sintez” in Kurgan, and Combine “Biosintez” in Penza. There were other types of facilities 

spread all over the Soviet Union that were involved in Ferment to produce equipment and 

reagents needed by the research and production institutes. Some 30,000 people are estimated to 

have worked for Biopreparat, though some argue that figure should be substantially higher. 

All-Union Research Institute for Applied Microbiology  

Biopreparat’s flagship for weaponizing bacteria was a very large, high-security facility in 

Obolensk south of Moscow called the All-Union Research Institute for Applied Microbiology. 

Officially, its employees developed biological pesticides such as Bacillus thuringiensis for use in 

agriculture. Unofficially, the institute was the most militarized of all Biopreparat facilities and 

was referred to by the code name “PO Box V-8724.” The institute consisted of 90–100 buildings 

spread over 250 hectares. The centerpiece was Korpus N1, a nine-story building with a floor area 

of 37,000 m2. The first two floors of N1 housed the administration and control rooms. Floors 3–8 

contained laboratories, with each floor roughly dedicated to bacteria belonging to the same 

genus. Each of the six floors had its own aerosol chambers in which the effects of aerosolized 

formulations of pathogens could be tested on experimental animals. Two hundred laboratory 

rooms were supplied with filtered air and were run under negative air pressure to prevent escape 

of pathogens into the environment. The top floor of the building contained a small-scale 
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production unit with fermenters up to 100-liter capacity. More than 4,000 people are estimated to 

have worked at the institute during the late 1980s. 

The Obolensk institute focused primarily on developing Francisella tularensis and 

Bacillus anthracis strains resistant to current vaccines and multiple antibiotics. For instance, in 

1986, scientists involved in the “Bonfire/Metol” subprogram developed a strain of Bacillus 

anthracis able to resist 7 or 8 antibiotics commonly used for cases with anthrax. During 1987–

1988, similarly multidrug-resistant strains were created for Francisella tularensis, Burkholderia 

mallei, and Burkholderia pseudomallei. Another “Bonfire/Metol” project was the successful 

transfer of a gene encoding the Bacillus cereus virulence factor cereolysin into the closely related 

Bacillus anthracis. This novel strain proved to be highly immunosuppressive and avoided 

anthrax vaccine-induced immune responses. Within the “Factor” subprogram, bacteria, such as 

Legionella pneumophila, were also manipulated to express fragments of myelin, the insulating 

substance surrounding neuronal axons. These fragments provoked an immune response in 

infected animals, thereby leading to an attack of the immune system against the animal’s own 

myelin. In test animals, temporary pneumonia developed as expected for legionella infection, but 

in addition, the infection caused brain damage, paralysis, and near lethality similar to the 

autoimmune disease multiple sclerosis. Another “Factor” project was the creation of a 

recombinant Yersinia pestis strain that expressed diphtheria toxin. 

Scientific-Production Association “Vektor” 

Biopreparat’s primary institute for virology was the Scientific-Production Association “Vektor,” 

which was built as a large, isolated research campus in Koltsovo outside of Novosibirsk, 

Novosibirsk Oblast. Similar to the facility in Obolensk, “Vektor’s” cover was the development 

of biological pesticides for use in agriculture. In addition, the institute officially worked for the 
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Ministry of Defense on developing medical countermeasures for military personnel, which is 

how “Vektor’s” leadership could justify work on high-consequence pathogens in especially 

constructed biosafety level 3 and 4 laboratories. Code-named “PO Box V-8036,” “Vektor’s” 

classified mission was to research, develop, and laboratory-test viruses for their ability to be used 

in biological weaponry. Reminiscent of the Obolensk facility, “Vektor” was highly secured with 

some buildings surrounded by secondary walls that had their own guarded entry points for added 

security. The floor area of buildings within these closed areas eventually totaled 200,000 m2. The 

floor area of biosafety level 4 facilities, designated for work with the most lethal pathogens 

known to mankind, covered 1,440 m2. These facilities included chambers for testing the aerosol 

characteristics of viruses and the efficacy of vaccines against specific viral pathogens in rodents 

and nonhuman primates. 

Bioreactors and large egg incubators (capacity of up to 5,000 eggs) existed for the growth 

of viruses in both pilot plant-scale and industrial quantities. “Vektor” also included an open-air 

test site for testing non-infectious biological simulants and inert chemicals. Tests were performed 

at night. Using single-source dispersal from a land-based aerosol generator or line-source 

dispersal from aircraft carrying special canisters and spray equipment, scientists developed 

mathematical aerosol cloud dispersion models for viruses over open fields, urban areas, and 

coastal areas. By 1990, “Vektor” employed almost 4,500 people. The primary pathogens that 

were researched and developed at the facility were variola virus and Marburg virus. At its top 

production capacity in December 1990, “Vektor’s” maximum yield of weaponized variola virus 

from cell culture was estimated to have been about 2 tons annually.  

 Just like the institute in Obolensk, “Vektor” scientists experimented with the introduction 

of foreign genes, such as genes encoding myelin fragments, into viruses (“Factor” subprogram). 
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The hosts were primarily orthopoxviruses, such as vaccinia virus, as surrogates for variola virus. 

“Vektor” scientists also created recombinant viruses expressing heterotypic viral genes. The goal 

of these experiments, however, is still under debate among analysts. In 1990, “Vektor” scientists 

began developing recombinant strains of vaccinia virus and ectromelia viruses (another 

orthopoxvirus causing mousepox in laboratory mice) with improved abilities to defeat host 

immune systems compared to wild-type strains. Theoretical virology experts employed 

bioinformatics to guide laboratory scientists in constructing structural and functional maps of 

orthopoxvirus genomes to identify genes that could be removed or replaced with foreign 

immunoregulatory genes (e.g., encoding endorphins) without affecting pathogenicity. “Vektor” 

personnel also developed methods for the large-scale production of a dry Marburg virus 

formulation that was effective, i.e., lethal, when used as an aerosol on nonhuman primates in 

closed aerosol chambers. As these efforts led to Ministry of Defense awards presented to the 

head scientists of this project, one can only imagine that the program was successful. 

Institute of Highly Pure Biopreparations 

The official function of the Institute of Highly Pure Bioprepations (IHPB) in Leningrad was to 

develop human and animal vaccines against natural infectious pathogens and to protect crops 

from common scourges. The secret mission of the institute was to support the Obolensk and 

“Vektor” institutes by synthesizing peptides (to support the “Factor” subprogram) and 

developing formulations for bacteria and virus bioweapon candidates. Secret research activities 

took place in one of the institute’s three buildings, which had five floors (10,000 m2). In 1989, 

approximately 400 scientists and 200 support personnel were employed at the institute. 

Importantly, IHPB was also apparently the lead institute for developing a long-range cruise 

missile delivery system for BW at the time that the USSR ceased to exist. 
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Institute of Engineering Immunology 

The Institute of Engineering Immunology in Lyubuchany, Moscow Oblast, focused officially on 

the development of monoclonal antibodies, recombinant interferons and other cytokines, and 

recombinant vaccines as treatments for common infectious diseases. The secret program (code-

named “P.O. Box G-4883”) was to characterize the immune response of experimental animals to 

pathogens suitable for biological warfare. The ultimate goal was to identify ways to overcome 

the immune response and to pinpoint weaknesses in the immune system that could be targeted by 

other pathogens. For instance, scientists at the institute managed to develop a Francisella 

tularensis formulation in which the bacteria were covered with Protein A to protect them from 

attack by the human immune system. In addition, another goal was to develop medical 

countermeasures to protect Soviet troops or the Soviet population from pathogens used in a 

Soviet bioweapons attack. 

Stepnogorsk Progress Scientific and Production Base  

The Stepnogorsk Progress Scientific and Production Base was located in the Kazakh SSR. Code-

named “PO Box 2076,” the compound was surrounded by high grey walls and an electric-wire 

fence. The surrounding land was stripped of all vegetation and motion sensors were ubiquitous. 

Inside the compound, dozens of buildings were arranged on a grid of narrow streets, with several 

buildings more than five stories high. Separate entrances with armed guards were available for 

the approximately 800 civilian and military employees working on the 200 hectare site. 

 The main pathogen production facility, Building 221, had six stories, two of which were 

located underground (total floor area of 35,000 m2). The top floor held twenty 1,000-liter 

fermenters, which were used as pilot plants for propagation of an agent. The harvest of one of 

these fermenters would be transferred to one of ten 20,000-liter fermenters on the lower floors. 
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After fermentation was completed, the contents were transferred to one of seven underground 

centrifuges for separation of the agent from growth media and waste, followed by transfer into 

50-liter or 250-liter stainless steel containers. The containers were moved to Building 231, where 

the agent was dried into “cakes,” milled in industrial-sized milling machines to produce particles 

of a uniform size. The product was then transferred either to Bunkers 241-244 for filling 

weapons (e.g., bomblets) or to Bunkers 251-252 for long-term storage. The milled product was 

tested in Building 600, which was the largest indoor testing facility constructed in the Soviet 

Union. Final open-air field testing was carried out at Vozrozhdeniye Island. 

The Stepnogorsk Production Plant was just one of the mobilization capacity production 

facilities that were organized for immediate production cycles on short notice. Upon receiving a 

message from Moscow it would begin agent production and filling weapons. Approved agent 

seed strains would be seeded in the fermenters, and milled product would be filled into bomblets 

and spray tanks. Subsequently, filled munitions would have been loaded onto trucks and 

transported to a railroad station or an airfield for further transport to various military sites, such 

as airbases at which dedicated bomber forces were located. The primary agent produced at the 

Stepnogorsk plant was Bacillus anthracis. The plant’s production capacity is estimated to have 

been about 300 tons of weaponized spores per 10-month production cycle. 

Ministry of Health 

The Ministry of Health was also deeply involved in the Soviet biological weapons system, but 

most activities were defensive in nature such as those of the 2nd Main Directorate, code-named 

“Problem No. 5”. The program was deeply hidden in an official network of so-called anti-plague 

institutes that evolved from so-called Pasteur stations in the late 1800s. The normal peacetime 

function of these institutes was to protect the nation from endemic lethal diseases, first and 
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foremost, plague. By the end of 1970, the anti-Plague system consisted of the six Anti-Plague 

Institutes spread over the USSR (in Alma-Ata [today Almaty], Irkutsk, Minsk, Rostov-on-Don, 

Saratov, Volgograd). In addition, 29 Anti-Plague Stations with 53 subordinate Anti-Plague 

Departments, 198 Seasonal Epidemic Brigades (intervention teams that would attempt to 

terminate ongoing natural infectious disease outbreaks) and 31 Specialized Anti-Epidemic 

Teams were also involved. Little is known about the system’s secret activities. As the various 

institutes, stations, and departments were already focused on developing defenses against 

pathogens that were also part of the biological weapons program, it is reasonable to assume that 

they were also tasked to develop defenses against pathogens created in that program. These 

institutes also played a role in the collection of wild strains of pathogens that were then 

transferred to the BW program to see if they were better suited for BW purposes than those 

already standardized and approved. 

The 3rd Main Directorate of the Ministry of Health was responsible for all sensitive aspects of 

medical research and development, whether relating to biological, chemical, nuclear, 

radiological, or space projects. The Ministry was also responsible for responding to any outbreak 

of disease within, or caused by, the BW program. Again, very little is known about the ministry’s 

involvement in the biological weapons realm. At least one institute, the Severin Institute, housed 

inside an insane asylum in Moscow, played a part in the “Flute” subprogram by developing 

nonlethal and lethal psychotropic agents. 

Ministry of Agriculture 

The organized biological warfare program of the Ministry of Agriculture, code-named 

“Ekologiya,” grew out of the very first biological weapons experiments in 1918 in Kuzminki. 

This program was organized in the late 1940s to develop anti-animal and anti-plant weaponry. 
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The program was very limited in scope, but it expanded considerably in 1958, when six major 

institutes with numerous affiliated sub-branches were created. The All-Union Scientific-

Research Foot-And-Mouth Disease Institute in Yuryevets, Vladimir Oblast began research on 

African swine fever virus, foot-and-mouth disease virus, and rinderpest virus. The All-Union 

Scientific Research Institute of Virology and Microbiology in Posyolok Volginskii, Vladimir 

Oblast focused on Bacillus anthracis and other anti-livestock weapons in general. The Scientific-

Research Agricultural Institute in the Gvardeiskii Military Settlement in the suburbs of Otar, 

Dzhambul Oblast, Kazakh SSR, evaluated African swine fever virus, bluetongue virus, equine 

influenza A viruses, fowlpox virus, goatpox virus, Newcastle disease virus, rabbit hemorrhagic 

disease virus, rinderpest virus, sheeppox virus, suid herpesvirus 1, and cereal rust fungi. The 

Scientific Institute of Phytopathology in Bolshiye Vyazemy close to Golitsyno, Moscow Oblast, 

the Central Asian Scientific-Research Institute of Phytopathology in Durmen, Tashkent Oblast, 

Uzbek SSR, and North Caucasus Scientific-Research Institute of Phytopathology in Krasnodar 

Krai developed anti-crop weapons targeting corn, rice, rye, and wheat. The program also 

included mobilization production plants located in Pokrov and Vladimir. 

Ministry of Interior 

Very little is known about the biological weapons activities of the KGB. In all likelihood, KGB 

scientists were involved in the production and evaluation of substances and microbes that could 

be used for assassinations. It is known that umbrellas, ballpoint pens, and walking sticks were 

developed that could shoot pellets with holes filled with poison. The KGB was also most likely 

involved in the procurement of pathogens not endemic in the USSR, and of course, in the 

procurement of secret information regarding biological weapons from other nations. 

BIOLOGICAL WEAPON DISPERSION DEVICES 
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Two major types of biological weapon dispersion devices were developed in the USSR: 

bomblets and spray systems.  

The biological bomblet Gshch-304 closely resembled the US E-130R2 or E-120 BW 

biological bomblets designed during the American offensive biological weapons program, which 

was terminated in 1969. Cantaloupe-sized, Gshch-304 were round, their outer shells made of 3-

mm thick aluminum with small aerodynamic vanes on the surface, and with a burster charge in 

the center. The bomblets, all tested on Vozrozhdeniye Island, could be used to fill cluster bombs 

or missile warheads and would explode on impact with the ground releasing their payloads of 

formulated pathogens.  

At least two spray systems were developed for dispersing biological agents. Bombers 

would be fitted with large tanks containing liquid pathogens formulations to be sprayed across 

vast areas of territory. A second system was developed and tested in which a large number of 20-

liter container would be placed on a platform that could be lowered from the bomb bay of an 

aircraft. The platform would be lowered before the aircraft reached the target area; the top of the 

container would be removed by an automatic device, and the contents would be sucked out into 

the open air by the Venturi effect. Knowledge about this system is limited; the aircraft that 

served as the test bed was unlikely to have been able to survive over a battlefield. 

The Soviets developed a short-range (43–135-km range) ballistic missile with a warhead 

for delivery of biological weapons agents. This missile underwent extensive testing, but was 

never approved for production nor entered the Soviet arsenal. To the best of the authors’ 

knowledge, intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM) for the delivery of biological weapons 

never reached an advanced stage of development and were never deployed by the USSR. 
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PRESSURE ON THE GORBACHEV AND YELTSIN ADMINISTRATIONS TO 

TERMINATE THE BW PROGRAM 

After debriefing Pasechnik, the US and the UK exerted pressure through joint high-level 

démarches to the Soviet government with a double purpose: to obtain an admission of the 

existence of an illegal Soviet offensive BW program and to see that it was absolutely terminated. 

On at least 15 occasions between May 1990 and July 1991, US President Bush, UK Prime 

Minister Thatcher, and their staff exerted pressure on Gorbachev and USSR Foreign Minister 

Shevardnadze to close down the program. Although an initial group of site visits was negotiated 

allowing US and UK experts to visit four Biopreparat facilities, the overall effort to bring about 

the termination of the Soviet program failed. As the purpose of this chapter was primarily to 

describe the Soviet offensive BW program, the reader is directed to (28). It includes 

approximately 350 pages of text concerning the arms-control history associated with the Soviet 

BW program. This includes a dozen Soviet Central Committee documents which provide 

valuable insight into the level of secrecy and deception regarding the BW program and its 

activities, even within the Central Committee itself. The documents also provide evidence of the 

degree of the deception that the Soviet government used in dealing with its negotiating partners, 

the US and the UK, as well as with the international arms-control community in general.  

Efforts were partially successful with Russian President Yeltsin, who took office in 

January 1992, or so it seemed at first. Yeltsin finally publicly admitted the existence of the 

program in January 1992. In April 1992 he issued Decree 390 of the Russian Federation “On 

Ensuring the Implementation of International Pledges in the Field of Chemical, Bacteriological 

(Biological) and Toxin Weapons,” declaring the program to be terminated. In July of the same 

year, the Russian Supreme Soviet passed Resolution No. 3244-1, which reemphasized the 
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statement. In early 1992 the Russian government also submitted its first “Form F” document as 

required by Confidence Building Measures that had first been agreed to under the BWTC in 

1986. Form F required the admission of a past offensive BW program, as well as providing 

particulars of that past program. Previous iterations of this document by the USSR had denied 

the existence of an offensive BW program. The 1992 Russian Form F was totally deficient, and it 

has never been amended to this day. 

Yeltsin also issued a decree that prohibited Russian scientists and officials to speak about 

their secret past. However, as during the Soviet era, decrees were often disregarded. During the 

first half of 1992, the BW program was actually continuing. In September 1992, the US and the 

UK obtained Russian government signature to the Trialateral Statement. Russia admitted in this 

document that the program had continued through the early months of 1992, and to the existence 

of “experimental lines of production.” It promised to allow additional US and UK on-site visits, 

eventually to include the major Ministry of Defense BW facilities. Nevertheless, three years of 

difficult and acrimonious negotiations ground to a halt by the end of 1996 due to Russian 

government intransigence. The Ministry of Defense was once again in charge of Russian BW 

policy. Access to the Ministry of Defense BW facilities was never obtained.  

 With the help of international grant assistance programs, the Stepnogorsk and Aralsk-7 

sites were destroyed. The majority of (known) Biopreparat facilities were transformed into more 

open research facilities, some of which began international collaborations on peaceful microbial 

research, including international scientist exchanges. As indicated previously, the Ministry of 

Defense institutes in Kirov, Ekaterinburg, and Sergiyev Posad remain closed to outsiders and are 

still operating today under the same veil of secrecy as they were during the Soviet offensive 

biological weapons program. It is therefore not possible to ascertain at this time that the 
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biological weapons program has been terminated in its entirety. It must be assumed that the body 

of knowledge (protocols, manufacturing plans, growth recipes etc.) that accumulated during the 

program have not been destroyed and remain in the hand of the Ministry of Defense. Russia’s 

current official position is—despite the existence of its 1992 CBM Form F submission—that no 

offensive BW program had existed in the Soviet Union, that the Sverdlovsk anthrax outbreak 

was a natural event, and that no weapons or weaponized agents had been tested on 

Vozrozhdeniye Island. Fortunately, virtually no proliferation, the transfer of knowledge or 

technology from the Soviet BW program, before 1992 or after, took place. 

 In a somewhat bizarre development in February and March 2012, then-Prime Minister 

Putin and Russian Minister of Defense, Anatoly Serdyukov, publically referred to 28 tasks that 

Putin estahlished for the MOD in order “to prepare for threats of the future.” Putin wrote that 

Russia needed to be prepared for “quick and effective responsese to new challenges.” One of the 

28 tasks that Putin specified was “the development of weapons based on new physical principles: 

radiation, geophysical, wave, genetic, psychophysical, etc.” (31). “Genetic” weapons would 

obviously be forbidden by the BWTC, and the remainder are an arms-control nightmare that 

would explicitly contravene another multilateral arms-control treaty that was championed by the 

Brezhnev administration (“The Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile 

Use of Environmental Modification Technologies”, signed on May 18, 1977, and entered into 

force on October 5, 1978). 
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